


The science of predicting market trends and consumer behavior 
has riveted researchers for decades. In the beginning, before  
the concept of marketing took hold, traditional economic models 
dominated the business and sales landscape. Experts relied  
on the idea that with limited purchasing power and a set of 
needs and tastes, consumers would allocate expenditures  
over different products so as to maximize utility.

About 40 years ago, another contrary school of thought 
emerged. Researchers like Daniel Kahnemen, Ph.D., and Amos 
Tversky, who studied together in the early 1970s as fellows at 
the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at 
Stanford University, insisted traditional economic models were 
flawed; consumer behaviors are instead dependent on often 
irrational internal motivations. 

According to Kahneman, who was ultimately awarded the 2002 
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his work in 
behavioral economics, people base their decisions on potential 
losses and gains rather than the final outcome.

To weigh these losses and gains and determine a decision, 
people use certain heuristics, according to the prospect theory 
Kahneman developed with Tversky. These heuristics, also 
known as mental shortcuts, involve focusing on one aspect of 
a complex problem and ignoring others.

These are not rational decisions, and humans are not rational 
beings. Even more, our irrational behaviors are often repeated 
time and again.

This modern way of evaluating consumer behavior is best 
summed up by Dan Ariely, an author and behavioral  
economist from Duke University, in his New York Times  
Bestseller, “Predictably Irrational: The Hidden Forces  
That Shape Our Decisions:”

We are far less rational in our decision-making than  
standard economic theory assumes. Our irrational behaviors 
are neither random nor senseless – they are systematic and 
predictable. We all make the same types of mistakes over 
and over, because of the basic wiring of our brains.  
So wouldn’t it make sense to modify standard economics 
and move away from naïve psychology, which often fails  
the tests of reason, introspection and empirical scrutiny?

The “predictably irrational” pattern of human behavior has 
inspired marketers to develop increasingly creative tools and 
strategies to sway buyers.

Brands across the spectrum seek to develop a deep, emo-
tional connection so that consumers don’t just think about their 
products but they feel tied to them. These feelings are driven 
by a complex set of nerves and networks in the brain called  
the limbic system, where fears, pleasure, anger and other  
emotions arise.

Tapping into this is considered the holy grail of marketing and 
a strategy that brands like Apple and Southwest often employ. 
From a branding standpoint, focusing on creating a connection 
(while largely bypassing more rational parts of the brain) results 
in ad campaigns that transport consumers emotionally by  
playing on their desires for love and relationships, and a want 
to be part of a larger cause.

Marketers also tap into stimulating other involuntary actions  
of the brain, such as being drawn to faces and imagery, and 
being attracted to the idea of scarcity.

According to Ariely, “we usually think of ourselves as sitting in 
the driver’s seat, with ultimate control over the decisions we 
made and the direction, with how we want to view ourselves, 
than with reality.”

In this whitepaper, we’ll examine four of the most common  
human behaviors related to decision-making, and why your 
brand should be paying attention to:

• perception of losses and gains
• imagery
• the common desire to be part of a tribe
• and the idea of scarcity.

Overview
The “predictably irrational” 
pattern of human behavior 
has inspired marketers  
to develop increasingly  
creative tools and strategies 
to sway buyers.



The Perception of Losses and Gains
According to the prospect theory, created by Kahneman and 
Tversky in 1977 and developed in 1992, people typically base 
their decisions on one aspect of a complex problem and ignore 
the others.

They make decisions based on the potential value of losses 
and gains, and not the final outcomes.

For example, if buying a jar of premium tomato sauce will cost 
an individual more than buying all the ingredients, but it will save 
time to spend with the family, many people will go for the jar.

Value is all about perception.
According to the principle of loss aversion, also proposed by 
Kahneman and Tversky, people also prefer avoiding losses 
more than they delight in acquiring gains.

Although an individual may prefer the taste of homemade 
sauce over a store-bought variety, that gain is not worth the 
loss of time with family.

As marketers, playing on these common human behaviors can 
mean emphasizing in your sales copy, packaging, signage or 
other communications what people are missing out on rather 
than what they stand to gain. 

Are they forgoing an opportunity to save time? Are they  
missing out on the best-tasting product in their category?  
The healthiest?

As an example, let’s consider the meteoric rise of the organic 
food movement. 

According to a study conducted by the Cornell University  
Food and Brand Lab, due to what Cornell marketing professor 
Brian Wansink has dubbed the “health halo” effect, foods  
labeled as organic are thought to have greater nutrient value 
and better taste; and they elicit a higher willingness to pay 
among consumers.

In a taste test among 115 participants that involved trying  
three pairs of products – two samples of potato chips, two 
yogurt cups and two cookies – the items labeled as “organic” 
unanimously elicited better responses.

Why is that? 
According to Cornell researchers, the average consumer is 
more apt to prefer (and more likely to pay more) for products 
labeled organic because they feel they would be missing out 
on potential health and taste benefits otherwise.

Although focusing on potential losses instead of gains is not  
a fail-safe approach, it is one for your brand to consider.  
Instances where it may not be a desired tactic, according 
to another study conducted by researchers at the Cornell 
University Food and Brand Lab, would be when certain health 
messages are involved.

Researchers in that study found that for audiences that  
are not highly involved in the health behavior, gain-framed 
messages (ie: wearing sunscreen can help your skin stay 
healthy and youthful) are more likely to be successful than 
those emphasizing loss (ie: if you don’t use sunscreen,  
you are more likely to get skin cancer).

If buying a jar of 
premium tomato 
sauce will cost an 
individual more 
than buying all the 
ingredients, but it 
will save time to 
spend with the  
family, many people 
will go for the jar.



A Love of Imagery
While many believe specific colors have certain effects on 
the brain (such as yellow eliciting anxiety or blue having a 
calming effect), researchers say that’s not always the case. 
In Psychology Today, an August 2014 article, “Color Psychol-
ogy: How Colors Influence the Mind,” states the emotions 
people experience with certain colors is largely based on 
personal experience.

While certain shades may generally align with specific traits, 
nearly every academic study on the subject has concluded 
that it’s far more important for a brand’s colors to support the 
personality they are trying to portray rather than emotions they 
are trying to elicit.

While our reactions to color may vary, however, the positive 
emotions we feel when imagery of faces are introduced is 
typically common among all consumers.

We are attracted to faces, in large part, because our brains 
are organized so that the segment responsible for process-
ing emotion – the amygdala – is also responsible for facial 
recognition.

According to new research being conducted by psychologist 
Nancy Etcoff, detailed in Psychology in the News, when human 
beings see an attractive person the reward centers in the brain 
start firing. The higher that level of attractiveness registers,  
the heavier the firing.

And while different cultures have different standards for beauty, 
most often, we are all attracted to characteristics like symmetry 
and clear skin, according to Psychology Today.

This doesn’t mean that all of your brand’s imagery should 
incorporate runway models, but it does mean that showing  
images of faces will elicit more trust among your consumers, 
and it will attract more people to your brand.

When telling your brand’s story – offline or online – you may 
consider incorporating people to help you elicit desired  
responses or reactions. More specifically, according to an 
article in Entrepreneur magazine, studies have even suggested 
that people’s eyes are attracted to human faces on web pages.

Keep this in mind when you’re strategically placing your calls 
to action or you have some especially important messaging  
to share.

Being Part of a Tribe
People crave belonging. They want to be part of a tribe,  
to have support and connection with other human beings.  
According to philosopher Eric Hoffer, “when people are free  
to do as they please, they usually imitate each other.”

This means that products that allow people to be part of  
a community, or facilitate a meaningful role in community,  
are desirable. 

According to one article published in Bon Appetit, “When 
people buy products, it’s about personal identity, social-
context issues, vanity, who they look like in front of friends,” 
says architect and supermarket designer Kevin Kelley of the 
firm Shook Kelley. “If your friends are animal-cruelty-conscious 
Whole Foods customers and you show up to the party with  
a live lobster, it’s faux pas.”

Even if an individual personally prefers a less expensive or 
different product, he or she may spring for the one friends and 
family buy just so he or she can be part of that tribe.

In “Predictably Irrational,” Ariely puts it like this:

People are sometimes willing to sacrifice the pleasure they 
get from a particular consumption experience in order to 
project a certain image to others.

When you are creating (or evolving) your brand, think of your 
consumers or potential consumers as a community. Make sure 
you utilize well-known badges or awards from recognized and 
trusted organizations, independent judges, or media outlets 
that have quoted or referenced your brand.

Incorporate testimonials throughout your site to show that you 
have worked to create a real, emotional connection with your 
clients through products they use and enjoy. Focus on what 
those customers have in common with others.

According to biologist E.O. Wilson, in an article published in 
Newsweek, “the drive to join is deeply ingrained, a result of a 
complicated evolution.”

When telling your 
brand’s story you may  
consider incorporating  
people to help you elicit  
desired response or  
reaction. More specifically, 
according to an article  
in Entrepreneur magazine, 
studies have even  
suggested that people’s  
eyes are attracted to  
human faces on web pages.



The Promise of Scarcity
In 2007, after less than favorable sales since its introduction 
at McDonald’s in 1989, the fast-food giant announced the 
McRib would be permanently removed from the menu. That 
announcement bore the first documented marketing ploy 
campaign, the “McRib Farewell Tour,” which contributed to a 
record 30 million McRibs sold that year.

Since that time, McDonald’s has re-introduced the McRib for a 
limited time every year at select locations, often during the fall.

Along with the Pumpkin Spiced Latte from Starbucks and 
other “limited edition” or “for a limited time only” products, the 
McRib is a perfect demonstration of the concept of scarcity.

According to Ariely, the concept is also subject in the classic 
Mark Twain novel, Tom Sawyer, where Tom turns the monoto-
nous chore of whitewashing his aunt’s fence into a rare  
opportunity through his showmanship in front of friends. 

As Twain puts it, “Tom had discovered a great law of human 
action, namely, that in order to make a man covet a thing,  
it is only necessary to make the thing difficult to attain.”

This tactic is especially effective, according to one study  
published in the Journal of Economic Psychology, when  
dealing with products that can be consumed. 

Brands often use it during product launches to pique interest 
about new varieties, according to Food Processing. 

Your Brand’s Appeal
The options for marketers when it comes to appealing to 
common human behaviors are numerous and can be, in many 
cases, overwhelming. The good news is how your brand  
responds to this challenge is entirely up to you, and there is  
no right or wrong answer for what works best. 

The tactics that your brand utilizes to appeal to our precon-
ceived notions of losses and gains, imagery, our desire to be 
part of a tribe, or our perception of scarcity may be far different 
than that of another brand. The value proposition, timelines 
and specific financial goals and other considerations differ 
from company to company, so it’s only natural that your mar-
keting strategy will be as well.

What is essential, however, is that you find a way to appeal to 
common human behaviors by considering the following factors:

• Is what you are doing going to make the brand more or  
less credible? Is your strategy—which may include utilizing 
partnerships—aligned with establishing trust and credibility  
in advertising and at point of purchase?

• Are you doing what you can to positively influence the often 
fragile and fleeting emotions of consumers? Will they feel 
better or reassured when making the decision at point of 
sale, when they arrive home, when they use the product, and 
when it’s time to purchase again?

• Are you using the power of crowds to ensure customers that 
they are not alone in their decisions—that other people like 
you, or with even more expertise than you—are on their side, 
or better yet, in their tribe?

• Can you communicate that if the purchase of your product  
is not made, then they are settling for an inferior product  
(without disparaging the competition)?

People want to feel they made the right, or the best, decision, 
but just as importantly, they dread making a bad decision.  
Appeal to them on that level and you will be on the right track.

For example, if buying  
a jar of premium  
tomato sauce will cost 
an individual more  
than buying all the  
ingredients, but it will 
save time to spend with 
the family, many people 
will go for the jar.
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